ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The study on rhetorical relations between sentences has been introduced in the late 80's to analyze, understand, and generate natural human-languages. Rhetorical relations hold sentences or phrases in a coherent discourse and indicate the informative relations regarding an event. In general, the rhetorical relations hold primarily between adjacent components with lexical elements. Rhetorical relations are defined functionally, in terms of the effect the writer intends to achieve by presenting two text spans. Up until now, researchers have developed several structures to describe the semantic relations between words, phrases and sentences. Some of the well-known structures are Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [1] , RST Treebank [2] , Lexicalized TreeAdjoining Grammar based discourse [3] , Cross-document Structure Theory (CST) [4] [5] and Discourse GraphBank [6] . Each work proposed different kind of methods to distinguish how events in text are related by identifying the transition point of a relation from one text span to another. Here, similar to the TDT project, an event refers to something that occurs at a specific place and time associated with some specific actions. In many structures, rhetorical relations is defined by the effect of the relations, and also by different constrains that must be satisfied in order to achieve this effect, and these are specified using a mixture of propositional and intentional language. For instance, in RST structure, the Motivation relation specifies that one of the spans presents an action to be performed by the reader; the Evidence relation indicates an event (claim), which describes the information to increase the reader's belief of why the event occurred [2] . Rhetorical relations also describe the reference to the propositional content of spans and which span is more central to the writer's purposes.
Therefore, the interpretation of how the phrases, clauses, and texts are semantically related to each other described by rhetorical relations is crucial to retrieve important information from text spans. These coherent structures have benefit various NLP applications such as text summarization [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] , question answering [13] [14] and natural language generation [15] [16] . For instance, Litkowski proposed an approach that makes use of structural information of sentences, such as the discourse entities and semantic relation to generate database for question answering system [13] . In text summarization, discourse relations are used to produce optimum ordering of sentences in a document and remove redundancy from generated summaries. Our work focused on this area where we exploited the structure of rhetorical relations among sentences in multi-document text summarization.
Text summarization is the process of automatically creating a summary that retains only the relevant information of the original document. Generating summary includes identifying the most important pieces of information from the document, omitting irrelevant information and minimizing details. Automatic document summarization has become an important research area in natural language processing (NLP), due to the accelerating rate of data growth on the Internet. Text summarization limits the need for user to access the original documents and improves the efficiency of the information search. Our work focused on extractive summarization in multiple documents, which is finding the most salient sentences for the overall understanding of a given document. The task becomes tougher to accomplish as the system also has to deal with multidocument phenomena, such as paraphrasing and overlaps, caused by repeated similar information in the document sets. In this work, we make use of the rhetorical relations to improve the retrieval of salient sentences and redundancy elimination. We first examined and investigated the definition of rhetorical relations from existed structure, Cross-document Structure Theory (CST) [4] [5] . We then redefined the rhetorical relations between sentences in order to perform an automated identification of rhetorical relations using machine learning technique, SVMs. We examined the surface features, i.e. the lexical and syntactic features of the text spans to identify characteristics of each rhetorical relation and provide them to SVMs for learning and classification module. We extended our work to the application of rhetorical relations in text clustering and text summarization. The next section provides an overview of the existing techniques. Section 3 describes the basic idea and methodology of our system. Finally, we report experimental result with some discussion.
PREVIOUS WORK
Previous work has shown many attempts to construct coherent structures in order to examine how the phrases, clauses, and texts are connected to each other [ [6] . In accordance with the development of various coherent structures, there were also many works dedicated to explore the benefit of rhetorical/discourse relations in NLP applications, especially in multi-document text summarization [1] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] and question answering [13] [14] .The earliest structure of rhetorical relation is defined by Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) proposed in 1988 [1] . RST describes a text as hierarchically divided units. The units are asymmetrically related by a certain rhetorical relations that usually consist of a nucleus and satellites. A nucleus refers to the claim or information given regarding an event, while satellites refer to the evidence that supports the claim. RST has been developed into more than 20 definitions of rhetorical relations to describe structural patterns in text spans. On the other hand, Cross-document Structure Theory (CST) [4] [5] attempts to describe the relationships exist between two or more sentences from multiple sources regarding the same topic. CST defines 18 types of rhetorical relations that accommodate the relations between sentences from multiple documents. The CST relationship are defined in term of relationship of the first sentence S 1 to the second sentence S 2 . For instance, Equivalence relation represents two text spans, S 1 and S 2 as having the same information content disregard the different word usage and sequences. Besides RST and CST, other well-known coherent structures are Lexicalized Tree-Adjoining Grammar Discourse [3] , RST Treebank [2] , and Discourse GraphBank [6] . Discourse GraphBank represents discourse relation as graph structure, while other works represent them as hierarchical structure between textual units. Each work proposed different kind of method to distinguish how events in text are semantically connected among the sentences.
Meanwhile, clustering of similar text refers to learning method of assigning a set of text into groups, known as clusters. Two or more text spans are considered belong to the same cluster if they are ``close'' according to a given similarity or distance. The clustering techniques are generally divided into partitioning [17] [18], hierarchical [19] [20] and graph-based clustering [21] . K-means [17] [22] [23] is an example of a simple partition based unsupervised clustering algorithm. The algorithm first defines the number of clusters, k to be created and randomly selects k sentences as the initial centroid of each cluster. All sentences are iteratively assigned to the closest cluster given the similarity distance between the sentence and the centroid and ends once all sentences are assigned and the centroid are fixed. Another most used partitioning clustering method is Fuzzy C-Means clustering [18] [25] . Fuzzy C-means (FCM) is a method of clustering which allows sentences to be gathered into two or more clusters. This algorithm assigns membership level to each sentence corresponding to the similarity between the sentences and the centroid of the cluster. The closer the sentences to the centroid, the stronger the connection to the particular cluster. After each iteration, the membership grade and cluster center are updated. Other than K-Means and Fuzzy C-Means, hierarchical clustering is also widely used for text classification.
Text classification is one of many approach to multi-document text summarization. Multiple documents usually discuss more than one sub-topic regarding an event. Creating summary with wide diversity of each topic discussed in a multiple document is a challenging task for text summarization. Therefore, cluster-based approaches have been proposed to address this challenge. A cluster-based summarization groups the similar textual units into multiple clusters to identify themes of common information and candidates summary are extracted from these clusters [25] [26] [27] . Centroid based summarization method groups the sentences closest to the centroid in to a single cluster [9] [28] . Since the centroid based summarization approach ranks sentences based on their similarity to the same centroid, the similar sentences often ranked closely to each other causing redundancy in final summary. In accordance to this problem, MMR [29] is proposed to remove redundancies and re-rank the sentences ordering. In contrast, the multicluster summarization approach divides the input set of text documents in to a number of clusters (sub-topics or themes) and representative of each cluster is selected to overcome redundancy issue [30] . Another work proposed a sentences-clustering algorithm, SimFinder [31] [32] clusters sentences into several cluster referred as themes. The sentence clustering is performed according to linguistic features trained using a statistical decision [33] . Some work observed time order and text order during summary generation [34] . Other work focused on how clustering algorithm and representative object selection from clusters affects the multi-document summarization performance [35] . The main issue raised in multi-cluster summarization is that the topic themes are usually not equally important. Thus, the sentences in an important theme cluster are considered more salient than the sentences in a trivial theme cluster. In accordance to this issue, previous work suggested two models, which are Cluster-based Conditional Markov Random Walk Model (Cluster-based CMRW) and Cluster-based HITS Model [36] . The Markov Random Walk Model (MRWM) has been successfully used for multi-document summarization by making use of the "voting" between sentences in the documents [37] [38] [39] . However, MRWM uniform use of the sentences in the document set without considering higher-level of information other than sentence-level information. Differ with former model, Cluster-based CMRW incorporates the cluster-level information into the link graph, meanwhile Cluster-based HITS Model considers the clusters and sentences as hubs and authorities. Wan and Yang considers the theme clusters as hubs and the sentences as authorities [36] . Furthermore, the coherent structure of rhetorical relations has been widely used to enhance the summary generation of multiple documents [40] [41] [42] . For instance, a paradigm of multi-document analysis, CST has been proposed as a basis approach to deal with multi-document phenomenon, such as redundancy and overlapping information during summary generation [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . Many of CST based works proposed multi-document summarization guided by user preferences, such as summary length, type of information and chronological ordering of facts. One of the CST-based text summarization approaches is the incorporation of CST relations with MEAD summarizer [8] . This method proposes the enhancement of text summarization by replacing low-salience sentences with sentences that have maximum numbers of CST relationship in the final summary. They also observed the effect of different CST relationships against summary extraction. The most recent work is a deep knowledge approach system, CST-based SUMMarizer or known as CSTSumm [11] . Using CST-analyzed document, the system ranks input sentences according to the number of CST relations exist between sentences. Then, the content selection is performed according to the user preferences, and a multi-document summary is produced CSTSumm shows a great capability of producing informative summaries since the system deals better with multi-document phenomena, such as redundancy and contradiction.
FRAMEWORK

Redefinition of Rhetorical Relations
Our aim is to perform automated identification of rhetorical relations between sentences, and then apply the rhetorical relations to text clustering and summary generation. Since that previous works proposed various structure and definition of rhetorical relations, the structure that defines rhetorical relations between two text spans is mostly appropriate to achieve our objective. Therefore, we adopted the definition of rhetorical relation by CST [5] and examined them in order to select the relevant rhetorical relations for text summarization. According to the definition by CST, some of the relationship presents similar surface characteristics. Relations such asParaphrase, Modality and Attribution share similar characteristic of information content with Identity except for the different version of event description. Consider the following examples: S 7 contains additional information of S 8 in Example 4, hence describes that sentences pair connected as Subsumption can also be defined as Elaboration. However, the sentences pair belongs to Elaboration in Example 5 cannot be defined as Subsumption. The definition of Subsumption denotes the second sentence as the subset of the first sentence, however, in Elaboration, the second sentence is not necessary a subset of the first sentence. Therefore, we keep Subsumption and Elaboration as two different relations so that we can precisely perform the automated identification of both relations.
We redefined the definition of the rhetorical relations adopted from CST, and combined the relations that resemble each other which have been suggested in our previous work [43] .Fulfillment relation refers to sentence pair which asserts the occurrence of predicted event, where overlapped information present in both sentences. Therefore, we considered Fulfillment and Overlap as one type of relation. As for Change of Perspective, Contradiction and Reader Profile, these relations generally refer to sentence pairs presenting different information regarding the same subject. Thus, we simply merged these relations as one group. We also combined Description and Historical Background, as both type of relations provide description (historical or present) of an event. We combined similar relations as one type and redefine these combined relations. Rhetorical relations and their taxonomy used in this work is concluded in Table 1 . By definition, although Change of Topics and Description does not accommodate the purpose of text clustering, we still included these relations for evaluation. We also added No Relation to the type of relations used in this work. We combined the 18 types of relations by CST into 7 types, which we assumed that it is enough to evaluate the potential of rhetorical relation in cluster-based text summarization.
Identification of Rhetorical Relations
We used a machine learning approach, Support Vector Machine (SVMs) [44] which have been proposed by our previous work [43] to classify type of relations exist between each sentence pairs in corpus. We used CST-annotated sentences pair obtained from CST Bank [5] as training data for the SVMs. Each data is classified into one of two classes, where we defined the value of the features to be 0 or 1. Features with more than 2 value will be normalized into [0,1] range. This value will be represented by 10 dimensional space of a 2 value vector, where the value will be divided into 10 value range of [0.0,0.1], [0.1,0.2], …, [0.9,1.0].For example, if the feature of text span S j is 0.45, the surface features vector will be set into 0001000000. We extracted 2 types of surface characteristic from both sentences, which are lexical similarity between sentences and the sentence properties. Although the similarity of information between sentences can be determined only with lexical similarity, we also included sentences properties as features to emphasis which sentences provide specific information, e.g. location and time of the event. We provided the surface characteristics to SVMs for learning and classification of the text span S 1 according to the given text span S 2
Lexical Similarity between Sentences
We used 4 similarity measurements to measure the amount of overlapping information among sentences. Each measurement computes similarity between sentences from different aspects.
Cosine Similarity
Cosine similarity measurement is defined as follows:
whereS 1 and S 2 represents the frequency vector of the sentence pair, S 1 and S 2 , respectively. The cosine similarity metric measures the correlation between the two sentences according to frequency vector of words in both sentences. We observed the similarity of word contents, verb tokens, adjective tokens and bigram words from each sentences pair. The cosine similarity of bigram s is measured to determine the similarity of word sequence in sentences. The words ordering indirectly determine the semantic meaning in sentences.
Overlap ratio of words from S 1 in S 2 , and vice versa
The overlap ratio is measured to identify whether all the words in S 2 are also appear in S 1 , and vice versa. This measurement will determine how much the sentences match with each other. For instance, given the sentences pair with relations of Subsumption, the ratio of words from S 2 appear in S 1 will be higher than the ratio of words from S 1 appear in S s . We add this measurement because cosine similarity does not extract this characteristic from sentences. The overlap ratio is measured as follows:
where "#commonword" and "#words" represent the number of matching words and the number of words in a sentence, respectively. The feature with higher overlap ratio is set to 1, and 0 for lower value. We measured the overlap ratio against both S 1 and S 2 .
Longest Common Substring
Longest Common Substring metric retrieves the maximum length of matching word sequence against S 1 , given two text span, S 1 and S 2, . ) ( The metric value shows if both sentences are using the same phrase or term, which will benefit the identification of Overlap or Subsumption.
Ratio overlap of grammatical relationship for S 1
We used a broad-coverage parser of English language, MINIPAR [45] to parse S 1 and S 2 , and extract the grammatical relationship between words in the text span. Here we extracted the number of surface subject and the subject of verb (subject) and object of verbs (object). We then compared the grammatical relationship in S 1 which occur in S 2 , compute as follows: The ratio value will show if S 1 is describing information regarding subject mention in S 2, , i.e.Description.
Sentences Properties
The type of information described in two text spans is also crucial to classify the type of discourse relation. Thus, we extracted the following information as additional features for each relation.
Number of entities
Sentences describing an event often offer information such as the place where the event occurs (location), the party involves (person, organization or subject), or when the event takes place (time and date). The occurrences of such entities can indicate how informative the sentence can be, thus can enhance the classification of relation between sentences. Therefore, we derived these entities from sentences, and compared the number of entities between them. We used Information Stanford NER (CRF Classifier: 2012 Version) of Named Entity Recognizer [46] to label sequence of words indicating 7 types of entities (PERSON, ORGANIZATION, LOCATION, TIME, DATE, MONEY and PERCENT). Based on the study of training data from CSTBank, there are no significant examples of annotated sentences indicates which entity points to any particular discourse relation. Therefore, in the experiment, we only observed the number of sentences entities in both text spans. The features with higher number of entities are set to 1, and 0 for lower value.
Number of conjunctions
We observed the occurrence of 40 types of conjunctions. We measured the number of conjunctions appear in both S 1 and S 2. The feature with higher number of entities is set to 1, and 0 for lower value.
Lengths of sentences
We defined the length of S j as follows:
wherew is the word appearing in the corresponding text span.
Type of Speech
We determined the type of speech, whether the text span, S 1 cites another sentence by detecting the occurrence of quotation marks to identify Citation or Indirect Speech which are the sub-category of Identity.
Rhetorical Relation-based Text Clustering
The aim of this work is to expand the benefits of rhetorical relations between sentences to clusterbased text summarization. Rhetorical relation between sentences not only indicates how two sentences are connected to each other, but also shows the similarity patterns in both sentences. Therefore, by exploiting these characteristics, our idea is to construct similar text clustering based on rhetorical relations among sentences. We consider that Identity, Subsumption, Elaboration and Overlap relations are most appropriate for this task. These relations indicates either equivalence or partial overlapping information between text spans, as shown in Table 1 . Connections between two sentences can be represented by multiple rhetorical relations. For instance, in some cases, sentences defined as Subsumption can also be define as Identity. Applying the same process against the same sentence pairs will be redundant. Therefore to reduce redundancy, we assigned the strongest relation to represent each connection between 2 sentences according to the following order:
(i) whether both sentences are identical or not (ii) whether one sentence includes another (iii) whether both sentences share partial information (iv) whether both sentences share the same subject of topic (v) whether one sentence discusses any entity mentioned in another
The priority of the discourse relations assignment can be concluded as follows:
Identity >Subsumption> Elaboration > Overlap
We then performed clustering algorithm to construct groups of similar sentences. The algorithm is summarized as follows:
i)
The strongest relations determined by SVMs is assigned to each connection (refer to Figure 1(a) ).
ii) Suppose each sentence is a centroid of its own cluster. Sentences connected to the centroid as Identity (ID), Subsumption (SUB), Elaboration (ELA) and Overlap (OVE) relations 1 is identified and sentences with these connections are evaluated as having similar content, and aggregated as one cluster (refer Figure 1(b) ).
iii) Similar clusters is removed by retrieving centroids connected as Identity, Subsumption or Elaboration.
iv)
Clusters from (iii) is merged to minimize the occurrence of the same sentences in multiple clusters (refer Figure 1(c) ).
v)
Step (iii) and (iv) are iterated until the number of clusters is convergence
We performed 2 types of text clustering, which are: i) RRCluster 1, which consist of Identity (ID), Subsumption (SUB), Elaboration (ELA)
and Overlap (OVE)
ii) RRCluster2, which consist of Identity (ID), Subsumption (SUB) and Elaboration (ELA)
The algorithm of similar text clustering is illustrated in Figure 1 . 
Cluster-based Summary Generation
We performed a cluster-based text summarization using clusters of similar text constructed by exploiting rhetorical relations between sentences. We used Cluster-based Conditional Markov Random Walk Model [36] to measure the saliency scores of candidates summary. Here we defined the centroid as relevant candidate summary since each centroid represents the whole cluster. The Conditional Markov Random Walk Model is based on the two-layer link graph including both the sentences and the clusters. Therefore, the presentation of the two layer graph are is denoted as
is the set of sentences and 
denotes the new affinity weight between two sentences v i and v j , where both sentences belong to the corresponding two clusters. The conditional affinity weight is computed by linearly combining the affinity weight conditioned on the source cluster,
and the affinity weight conditioned on the target cluster
is the combination of weight controlling the relative contributions from the source cluster and the targetcluster 1 
Result and Discussion
Identification of Rhetorical Relations
The rhetorical relations assigned by SVMs are manually evaluated by 2 human judges. Since no human annotation is available for DUC data sets, 5 times of random sampling consisting 100 sentence pairs is performed against each document set of DUC'2001 and DUC'2002).The human judges performed manual annotation against sentence pairs, and assessed if SVMs assigned the correct rhetorical relation to each pair. The correct rhetorical relation refers to either one of the relations assigned by human judges in case of multiple relations exist between the two sentences. As a baseline method, the most frequent relation in each set of sampling data is assigned to all sentence pairs. We evaluated the classification of rhetorical relations by measuring the Precision, Recall and F-measure score.
Table2 shows the macro average of Precision, Recall and F-measure for each data set. Identity shows the most significant performance of Precision, where the value achieved more than 90% in all data sets. Meanwhile, the Precision value for Citation and Description performed worse compared to others in most data sets. Evaluation result shows that sentence pairs with quotation marks mostly classified as Citation. As for Recall value, Identity, Subsumption, Elaboration and Description yield more than 80%, meanwhile Change of Topic and No Relation performed the worst with Recall of 60% in both data sets. We found that SVMs was unable to identify Change of Topics, when multiple subjects (especially contained personal pronoun) occurred in a sentence. According to F-Measure, SVMs performed well during the classification of Identity,Subsumption and Elaboration with the Precision values achieved are above 70% for most data set. Overall, compared to other relations, the Identity classification by SVMs performed the best in each evaluation metric as expected. Sentence pair with Identity relation shows significant resemblance in similarity value, grammatical relationship and number of entities. For instance, the similarity between sentence pair is likely close to 1.0, and there are major overlap in subject and the object of the sentences. Citation, Subsumption and Elaboration indicate promising potential of automated classification using SVMs with F-measure achieved higher than 70%. We observed that characteristics such as similarity between sentences, grammatical relationship and number of entities are enough to determine the type of rhetorical relation of most data sets. Therefore, we considered the ratio of rhetorical relations except for No Relations show a great potential for automated classification with small number of annotated sentences. We found that the lack of significant surface characteristic is the main reason of misclassification of relations such as Citation, Overlap, Change of Topics and Description. Therefore, we conducted further analysis using confusion matrix [48] to determine the accuracy of classification by SMVs. Confusion matrix compares the classification results by the system and actual class defined by human, which useful to identify the nature of the classification errors. Table 3 Table 3 , from 44 pairs of sentences with Identity relation, our system has been able to classify 43 pairs of them as Identity correctly, while 1 pair misclassified as Subsumption. As a result, the Accuracy and Reliability value achieved for Identity are 1.000 and 0.977, respectively.
Despite the errors discovered during the identification of rhetorical relations, the classification by SVMs shows a promising potential especially forIdentity,Subsumption, Elaborationand No Relation. In future, the increment of annotated sentences with significant characteristics of each relation will improve the identification of rhetorical relation. For instance, in this experiment, Overlap refers to sentences pair that shares partial information with each other. Therefore, we used Bigram similarity and Longest Common Substring metric to measure the word sequences in sentences. However, these metrics caused sentences with long named entity,e.g. ``President George Bush'' and ``Los Angeles'', as having consecutive words which contributed to false positive result of Overlap relation. The increment of annotated sentences consists of consecutive common nouns and verbs will help to precisely define Overlap relation. Moreover, improvement such as the usage of lexical database to extract lexical chain and anaphora resolution tool can be used to extract more characteristics from each relation. 
Rhetorical Relation-based Clustering
We evaluated our method by measuring the cohesion and separation of the constructed clusters. The cluster cohesion refers to how closely the sentences are related within a cluster, measured using Sum of Squared Errors (SSE) [49] . The smaller value of SSE indicates that the sentences in clusters are closer to each other. Meanwhile, Sum of Squares Between (SSB) [49] is used to measure cluster separation in order to examine how distinct or well-separated a cluster from others. The high value of SSB indicates that the sentences are well separated with each other. Cosine similarity measurement is used to measure the similarity between sentences in both SSE and SSB evaluation. We also obtained the average of Silhouette Coefficient (SC) value to measure the harmonic mean of both cohesion and separation of the clusters [49] [50] . The value range of the Silhouette Coefficient is between 0 and 1, where the value closer to 1 is the better. Table 5 shows the evaluation results for cohesion and separation of the clusters. RRCluster1 refers to the clusters constructed by Identity, Subsumption and Elaboration, while RRCluster1 refers to the clusters constructed by Identity, Subsumption, Elaboration and Overlap. We also used K-Means clustering for comparison [17] . K-means iteratively reassigns sentences to the closest clusters until a convergence criterion is met. In addition, we examined the clusters by performing a pair-wise evaluation. We sampled 5 sets of data consisting 100 sentences pairs and evaluated if both sentences are actually belong to the same clusters. We made more detailed comparison between clusters constructed by K-Means and our method. The example of the clustered sentences by each method from the experiment is shown in Table 7 . K-Means is a lexical based clustering method, where sentences with similar lexical often be clustered as one group although the content semantically different. The 5 th sentences from KMeans cluster in Table 7demonstrates this error. Meanwhile, our system, RRCluster1and RRCluster2performed more strict method where not only lexical similarity, but also syntactic similary, i.e the overlap of grammatical relationship is taken into account during clustering. According to Table 5, Table 6 and Table7, the connection between sentences can allow text clustering according to the user preference. For instance, RRCluster2performed small group of similar sentences with strong cohesion in a cluster. In contrast, RRCluster1method performed clustering of sentences with Identity, Subsumption, Elaboration and Overlap, which are less strict than RRCluster2, however presents strong separation between clusters. In other words, the overlapping information between clusters are lower compared to RRCluster2. Thus, the experimental results demonstrate that the utilization of rhetorical relations can be another alternative of cluster construction other than only observing word distribution in corpus.
Cluster-based Summary Generation
We generated short summaries of 100 words for DUC'2001 and DUC'2002 to evaluate the performance of our clustering method, and to observe if rhetorical relation-based clustering benefits the multi-document text summarization. The experimental results also include the evaluation of summaries based on clusters generated by Agglomerative Clustering, Divisive Clustering and K-Means as comparison, adopted from [36] . The ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 score of clustering method shown in Table 8 . For DUC'2001 data set, our RRCluster1performed significantly well for ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 score, where we outperformed others with highest score of 0.3602 and 0.0736, respectively. Divisive performed the worst compared to other methods. As for DUC'2002 data set, Agglomerative obtained the best score of ROUGE-1 with 0.3854, while RRCluster2yield the lowest score of 0.3591. In contrast, RRCluster1gained the best score of ROUGE-2 with 0.0873.
We observed that our proposed RRCluster1performed significantly well with ROUGE-2. During the classification of rhetorical relations, we also considered word sequence of Bigram to determine rhetorical relations, therefore resulted a high score of ROUGE-2. However, the ROUGE-1 score of our proposed methods performed poorly for DUC'2002 data sets, especially for RRCluster2. This technique, which considers Identity, Subsumption and Elaboration during text clustering certainly constructed clusters with high cohesion, but also limits the clustering to sentences with only strong connections. This led to the construction of many small clusters with possibility of partial overlaps of information with other clusters. As a result, the structure of clusters in RRCluster2caused the low value of both ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 scores.
Although our method only achieved good ROUGE-2 score, we considered that rhetorical relationbased clustering shows a great potential since that our clustering method is at initial stage yet already outperformed some of the well-established clustering method. Clearly, rhetorical relationbased cluster need some further improvement in future in order to produce better result. However, the result we obtained from this experiment shows that rhetorical relation-based clustering can enhance the cluster-based summary generation.
CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated the relevance and benefits of the rhetorical relation for summary generation. We proposed the application of rhetorical relations exist between sentences to improve extractive summarization for multiple documents, which focused on the extraction of salient sentences and redundancy elimination. We first examined the rhetorical relations from Cross-document Theory Structure (CST), then selected and redefined the relations that benefits text summarization. We extracted surfaces features from annotated sentences obtained from CST Bank and performed identification of 8 types of rhetorical relations using SVMs. Then we further our work on rhetorical relations by exploiting the benefit of rhetorical relation to similar text clustering. The evaluation results showed that the rhetorical relation-based method has promising potential as a novel approach for text clustering. Next, we extended our work to cluster-based text summarization. We used ranking algorithm that take into account the cluster-level information, Cluster-based Conditional Markov Random Walk (Cluster-based CMRW) to measure the saliency score of sentences. For DUC'2001, our proposed method, RRCluster1performed significantly well for ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 score with highest score of 0.3602 and 0.0736, respectively. Meanwhile, RRCluster1gained the best score of ROUGE-2 with 0.0873 for DUC'2002. This work has proved our theory that rhetorical relations can benefit the similar text clustering. With further improvement, the quality of summary generation can be enhanced. From the evaluation results, we concluded that the rhetorical relations are effective to improve the ranking of salient sentences and the elimination of redundant sentences. Furthermore, our system does not rely on fully annotated corpus and does not require deep linguistic knowledge.
